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The Christian Matrix Christians and the
Occult Pat Holliday, PhD BEWITCHING
SPIRITS The Apostle Paul was absolutely
amazed when he returned to the Galatian
Church to find those people that he had
taught about Jesus totally bewitched. He
asked them, (Gal 3:1), O foolish Galatians,
who hath bewitched you, that ye should not
obey the truth, before whose eyes Jesus
Christ hath been evidently set forth,
crucified among you? Paul saw that these
Christians were being led blindly and
unresistingly onto their own destruction.
That is, foolish for having yielded to the
influence of the false teachers, and for
having embraced doctrines that tended to
subvert the gospel of the Redeemer. They
had shown it in a remarkable manner in
rejecting the doctrine of the apostles, and in
embracing the errors into which they had
fallen. The Apostle Paul also warns Gods
people of the dangers of seeking
extra-biblical answers to their problems:
Wherein in time past ye walked according
to the course of this world, according to the
prince of the power of the air, the spirit that
now worketh in the children of
disobedience: Among whom also we all
had our conversation in times past in the
lusts of our flesh, fulfilling the desires of
the flesh and of the mind; and were by
nature the children of wrath, even as others,
(Eph. 3:1,2,3).
DANCING WITH
DEVILS
The Harlem Shake Dance
originated from Voodoo Festivals! The guy
in charge will wear a mask and a helmet.
He starts the ritual and then everyone else
wildly joins in whirling, spiraling; gyrating
their bodies in sexual manifestations to
their demonic gods. The man in the helmet
and mask is magician or witchdoctor that
calls up hoards of evil spirits which are
Satans demonic terrorist to torment the
participating individuals.
HARLEM
SHAKE The song begins with a sample of
a feminine-sounding voice yelling con los
terroristas, a Spanish phrase which
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translates to with the terrorists in
English.[There are several so-called
Christian groups and organizations doing
the Harlem Shake:
Saddleback High
School Ministry
Liberty University
Destiny World Outreach Center Vineyards
Student Harlem Shake
City Church
Downtown
Celebration
Church,
Jacksonville FL. CHRISTIAN RAVE
TRANSFORMATION FROM SATANS
KINGDOM Shamanistic Drum Beats and
Trance Dancing
Christian Beware!
VOODOO POWERS Finally we see the
full manifestation of witchcraft, Antichrist
power occupying Christian churches such
as the one located in Jacksonville, Florida,
the Spirit of Antichrist on full display at
Celebration Church in Jacksonville, Florida
where Voodoo ~ Rituals and animistic
beliefs
involving
magic
and
communication with ancestors and
demons! FRIENDS, this is very shocking
indeed
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Lady Gagas Judas -- Spreading The Occult Gospel Beginning And More and more occult knowledge and rejected
cults flow into the heritage of the occultism Because imposing Christianity has been a long and difficult process.
Gender in Mystical and Occult Thought: Behmenism and Its - Google Books Result Christian matrix upon the city
map is its highly dynamic character: Christians do that certain places might alternately be considered as either divine or
occult. Witchcraft, Demons and Deliverance - Google Books Result Format: Print Length. Language: English.
Format: PDF / Kindle / ePub. Size: 14.51 MB. Downloadable formats: PDF. Pages: 199. Publisher: The Matrix
franchise is satanic - Jonathan D Hoegle Facebook The essential matrix of New Age thinking is to be found
occultism and theosophy, which shared a kind of esoteric culture. on the male God of Judaism, of Christianity and of
Islam. Gnosticism is Satans Tool - Links to resources that expose occult practices and point people to the Biblical
Jesus Christ. The Matrix Message: The Matrix / The Matrix Reloaded - CANA. Children of The Matrix - 16 Its hero,
Neo, keeps a secret computer disk hidden between the pages of a The Christ symbolism woven into the story also is
obvious. MENTAL MATRICES: Informational Psychology - Google Books Result The esoteric, satanic,
Illuminati, Gnostic and occult themes will be explained. The book then goes on to deny the resurrection of Christ. This
is a . Other depictions of this Lady are seen in The Matrix, one of the greatest Gnosticism and the Gnostic Jesus Christian Research Institute If Babylon was the occult centre of antiquity, then it should not surprise us that He says,
for the Malkuth, in the Cabbala, is female, and the matrix or womb out Trapped in the Matrix - Results 25 - 36 of 48
Online shopping for Books from a great selection of Christian Living, Literature & Fiction, The Christian Matrix
(Christians and the Occult). The Christian Matrix (Christians and the Occult) - Lib The sequel to The Matrix is
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being keenly awaited by many of the films fans. In most Hollywood movies it would be ridiculous to pick out hidden
meanings And this brings us back to Christianity again, which claims that the BBC NEWS UK Forget sci-fi and
guns - The Matrix is really about In popular culture, exoteric Christianity is an enemy of anything labelled Occult
and often even the mildly esoteric such as basic Christian The Christian Matrix (Christians and the Occult) (English
Edition The Christian Matrix (Christians and the Occult) - Kindle edition by Pat Holliday. Download it once and read it
on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Fighting Scientism with the Occult in Doctor Strange - Christian
consciousness, american matrix, and the scientific-occult dictatorship The Christian Matrix Christians and the
Occult Pat Holliday, PhD. BEWITCHING SPIRITS The Apostle Paul was absolutely amazed when he returned to the
The Matrix: Unloaded Revelations - Christian Research Institute the first three centuries of the Christian era, a large
collection of apocryphal books founders and teachers of the occult traditions passed into Christianity during The
Christian Matrix (Christians and the Occult) - Kindle edition by Home new world order CONSCIOUSNESS,
AMERICAN MATRIX, AND THE The occult /scientific and religious system behind it stemmed from the . Or
Disputing A Message To Christians Protesting As The Wicked: Christianity the Occult and the Matrix, page 1 Above Top Secret The Illuminati goal is to establish a gnostic world religion. expression in Hollywood movies such
as The Matrix, Truman Show and Inception, Unlike Christianity, Gnosticism doesnt recognize sin or the need for
salvation. Blending Christian words with occult teaching, the early Gnostics deceived many . why Christians would see
the Matrix -- with its immoral images and occult Living in the Matrix - Defend and Proclaim the Faith The Illuminati
deploys its agents, all of them under mind control of some variety, to lead their religious believers into the clutches of
the Anunnaki agenda or The Matrix of Mysticism: An In-depth Expose of - Google Books Result The Christian
Matrix has 0 reviews: Published November 10th 2013 by Agapepublishers, 199 pages, Kindle Edition. Christianity the
Occult and the Matrix, page 1 - Above Top Secret Jesus Christ came to heal the broken hearted. Are We Really in
the Matrix? to the material and to the occult to fill the spiritual void thats being created. A Christian reflection on the
New Age A war wages. The stakes are everything. The battleground is the earth. Yet the universe itself is on the line.
The enemies waging the war are Trapped in the Matrix - Cutting Edge Ministries But the movies allure among
Christians demands a response, and the . Blending Christian words with occult teaching, the early Gnostics deceived
many : Kindle Edition - Christian Books & Bibles: Books I will be focusing on the first film, as it contains the most
occult symbolism and esoterica. Ultimately, this foreshadows Neos apotheosis as a Gnostic Christ. Gruppo pubblico
Official Flat Earth & Globe Discussion Facebook As with The Matrix, Christian attitudes toward Doctor Strange
are likely to . has transformed the sorcerer Stephen Strange into a Christ figure. Christianity the Occult and the
Matrix, page 2 - Above Top Secret As I said, I am not a Fundamentalist, so I dont think that the Bible is the end-all,
be-all of information, and I put a lot less faith in the historical Chaos s Enochian Library : ChristianOccultism Reddit Speak of the Gnostic Christ or the Gnostic gospels, and an ancient debate is viewed the Gnostics as precursors
of modern occult movements and hailed it can liberate humans from the maddening matrix of matter and the
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